Classifieds

When answering ads where box number only is given, please address as follows: Box number, c/o Weeds Trees and Turf, 1900 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44115.

Rates: "Position Wanted" 5c per word, minimum $2.00. All other classifications, 10c per word, minimum $2.00. All classified ads must be received by Publisher the 10th of the month preceding publication date and be accompanied by cash or money order covering full payment. Boldface rule box: $15.00 per column inch, two inch minimum.

HELP WANTED

EXPANDING SOD FARM in Northeastern United States, covering a tri-state area, needs farm manager. Must be familiar with seeding, fertilizing, diseases, weeds, etc., plus material purchasing and handling of men. Turf school graduate desired, but not a must. Also need foreman with similar experience. Excellent wages, paid holidays and vacations. Excellent future for qualified men. Send résumé to Box 22, Weeds Trees and Turf magazine.

FOR SALE

ONE 60-GPM HARDIE sprayer, 500-gallon tank, Wisconsin air-cooled motor; one 40-gpm Iron Age sprayer, 500-gallon tank, LeRoi Industrial motor. (These complete sprayer units go on and off flat-bodied trucks.) Also one 60-gpm Hardie pump; lawn measuring wheels; weed booms for lawn spraying; one 15-gpm complete lawn sprayer, 275 tank on wheels. Write Box 20, Weeds Trees and Turf magazine.

Jari's Heavy-Duty Rotary Mower Designed for Safety

"Jobmaster VI," a heavy-duty self-propelled, rotary mower recently introduced by the Jari Corp., Minneapolis, Minn., is designed to close the "hazard gap," the maker says. To reduce clearance between the rear of the mower housing and the ground, "the hazard gap," Jari has installed a safety flange that hangs between the operator and blade. This flange, which is mounted on wheel axles, cuts ground clearance to ½ in. and acts as a shield for the operator.

With two forward speeds, reverse, and free-wheeling, Jobmaster VI is powered by a 6-hp. engine with recoil starter, and cuts a 25-in. swath. The four-wheeled mower can safely accommodate moderate to large-size mowing areas, and is adaptable to the finest turf as well as to man-size brush or weeds, Jari declares.

Available in walk-behind or riding models, Jobmaster VI weighs 185 lbs. and is constructed of 10- to 12-gauge steel weldments. The tempered single cutter blade has a 4-in. long sharpened edge with a ½-in. high turbulence surfaces and is housed in a 5-in. deep elliptical grass chamber. Now being marketed by Jari's distributors and dealers, Jobmaster VI will be described in detail for those writing Jari Corp., 2950 Pillsbury Ave. South, Minneapolis, Minn. 55408.

Cyclone Offers New Pull-Type Spreader

The Cyclone Seeder Co., Inc., Urbana, Ill., now offers a broadcast lawn spreader designed to be pulled behind riding mowers and small lawn and garden tractors. Model B-P spreader is reported to be suitable for seeding, spreading fertilizers, granular pesticides, soil conditioners, ice melters, and similar materials.

A smooth swath with tapered edges, without "hot spots," streaks, or misses is obtained from the spreader, Cyclone says. Pelleted materials are spread in swaths up to 8 ft. wide. Model B-P has a drawbar hitch that adapts to all pulling equipment and a conveniently located positive off/on control. A Cyclone Micro Dial rate gauge adjusts seed and broadcast rates. Other construction features include nylon bearings, nylon gear box, precision gears, galvanized steel hopper, stainless steel rotary agitator, and feed guides.

Readers wishing to know more about the new Cyclone lawn spreader can contact The Cyclone Seeder Co., Inc., Urbana, Ill.